Mine shafts: The bottom is a long way down

Your help is needed
The Arizona State Mine Inspector is
authorized to locate abandoned
mines and requires the owners to
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barricade or close inactive mines. If
you discover a mine opening that appears dangerous and
abandoned, please report
it by calling: (602) 5425971.
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Abandoned
Mines:
Stay Out &
Stay Alive!
Abandoned Mines are
not fun!
They are serious
accidents waiting to
happen!
They are deadly traps
for the unwise!
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Areas of a mine that were once quite
safe become dangerous after years of
neglect. Decomposed rock often surrounds the top of a mine shaft and supporting timbers are frequently rotten.
The entire area near an opening is
often unstable and may cave into the
shaft at any time, carrying an unwary
trespasser with it.

Cave-ins: Sneaky and unforgiving
Cave-ins are unpredictable. Often, areas
most likely to cave-in are the hardest to
detect. Minor disturbances, like the vibrations from footsteps or from speaking,
can cause cave-ins. The sudden crush of
falling earth produces either serious injury
or instant death. Perhaps even more terrifying is being trapped behind a cave-in
with little or no chance of rescue; in effect
being buried alive. Death comes through
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as rusted nails. Some
can even collapse from
dry rot under their own
weight. Metal ladders
are not any better as
their anchors are often
broken or placed in unstable rock. Stepping
on the ladder may cause it and the entire
shaft to collapse. All ladders in abandoned
mines are dangerous!
Bad air: an invisible but deadly peril
“Bad air” is one of a miner’s greatest fears.
While most dangers are obvious, air contain-
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